Follow a design journey through Scotland that begins in Edinburgh, wanders through Aberdeen, meanders to Inverness and ends at the Isle of Skye. One of the most northwestern islands in Scotland, Skye is a magical landscape with iconic landscape mountain ranges, miles of dramatic coastline and captivating history that is sure to enchant you.

The **ISLE OF SKYE** Collection explores the ruggedness, scale and textures of the Scottish landscape and interprets the spirit of the land into three carpet tile patterns.

Named after the cities that lead you to Skye, **Edinburgh**, **Aberdeen** and **Inverness** offer a variety of apportioned pattern scales that are designed to surround you, sustain you, soothe you, and enhance your environment, when installed individually or work effortlessly and seamlessly together throughout your space.

Create an environment inspired by a land with powers so real, it seems magical. Where boundaries—human, nature, earth, sky, past and present—fade away, and every step you take brings you back to yourself.

This is our Isle of Skye. Find yours with Patcraft.
MODULAR
Isle Of Skye COLLECTION

ABERDEEN
style 10485
color 00550
EDINBURGH, ABERDEEN, INVERNESS
styles I0456, I0455, I0457
color 00550

Shown With
VININGS
color 00580

MODULAR
Isle Of Skye collection